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to handle high inrush currents and the initial current cycle unique to transformers, these fuses
provide comparable performance with a smaller footprint than standard size fuses. These fuses
can withstand the high inrush current caused by a motor starting. These fuses open circuits
quickly when surges are detected. Use these fast-acting fuses in applications where temporary
overload current is not present, such as in lighting and heating. Also known as dual-element
fuses, these fuses withstand current overload for a short time so they won't open when
exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as when starting a motor. Also known as
dual-element fuses, these time-delay fuses withstand current overload for a short time so they
won't open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as when starting a motor.
Smaller than UL Class J fuses, these fast-acting fuses can be used in extra-tight spaces such as
meters, uninterruptible power supplies, and variable-speed drives. These time-delay fuses are
suitable for high-current power applications. Able to withstand current overload for a short time,
these fuses will not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as when starting a
motor. Replace the current-carrying element rather than the entire fuse after the fuse breaks.
These fuses are fast- acting. With a quicker response than standard fast-acting fuses, these
fuses provide the best protection for sensitive electronics. Compatible with most multimeters,
including Fluke. Developed for the solar industry, these fuses meet the needs of high-voltage
DC applications. Use these fuses with equipment made in Europe. Suitable for battery and
alternator circuit protection, these fuses can handle higher current than standard automotive
fuses. These fuses are suitable for low-voltage automotive and other electronic applications.
These fuses have a longer time delay than standard time-delay fuses. Use them in motor
applications where the motor is cycled on and off frequently. Able to withstand current overload
for a short time, these fuses will not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as
during equipment start- up. Able to withstand current overload for a short time, these fuses will
not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges. Also known as LGR fuses, these fuses
open circuits quickly when surges are detected. Prevent accidental contact with electrical
circuitsâ€” these fuses have an enclosed design with recessed plug-in blades. Keep a variety of
blade-style automotive fuses on hand. Maintain a supply of fast-acting and time-delay fuses.
Includes a variety of blade-style automotive fuses and fast-acting glass-tube fuses. Contact Us
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Ceramic-Tube Fuses. Time-Delay Glass-Tube Fuses. Fast-Acting Glass-Tube Fuses. Fuses for
Multimeters. European Milk Bottle Fuses. Also known as diazed or Type D fuses. European
Fuses. Fast-Acting Lift Truck Fuses. Time-Delay Lift Truck Fuses. High-Current Automotive
Fuses. Automotive Fuses. Fast-Acting Plug Base Fuses. Time-Delay Plug Base Fuses.
Time-Delay Inline Fuses. Fast-Acting Inline Fuses. Touch-Safe Fuses. Fuse Assortments.
Automotive Fuse Assortments. Automotive and Glass-Tube Fuse Assortments. By using this
website, you agree to our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy. The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog. Pedestal 35" Ht. Plug Base. Touch Safe. A2D- R. A6D- R. A6K- R.
ATD- R. ATM- R. ATQ- R. DMM- B. FLN- R. FLS- R. FNQ- R. FRN- R. FRS- R. JTD- ID. KLD- R.
KLK- R. KLS- R. KRP- C. KTK- R. KTS- R. LLN- RK. LLS- RK. LP- CC. LPJ- SP. LPN- RK. LPSRK. TCF- RN. TR- R. TR- R- ID. TRS- R. Fast Acting. Time Delay. Knife Blade. Visual Pin. Search
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ted, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated switches; and switches operated by temperature
or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal protected varistor, available in a variety of forms,
surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial Leaded Specialty Surface Mount. Thermally
Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions. Electronic Testing Services. Need the Littelfuse
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